Writers’ Block Tutors’ Strengths: Let us help you choose the right tutor. Tutors’ names appear in alphabetical order, not in order of experience!

All of our tutors can be helpful. Don’t rule out tutors who don’t have expertise in a specific area.

Archaeology: Tara

Biology/Science: Brennan, Lindsay, Morgan, Raseem

Communication: Chance, Imani, Lindsay, Moses, Nicole

Community Health: Craig-Brandon, Sara, Nicole, Lauren (more soon)

Education: Ciera, Chance, Fresia, Laine, Lauren, Lindsay, Nicole, Naomi

ESL Second Language Writers: Craig-Brandon, Laine, Nicole, Sara

English Literature/Writing: Ciera, Chance, Dylan, Fresia, Jwuan, Imani, Laine, Lauren, Lindsay, Moses, Shelby

Creative Writing: Ciera, Chance, Dylan, Imani, Jonnileigh, Jwuan, Laine, Lindsay, Moses, Naomi, Nicole, Sara, Shelby

History: Imani, Jwuan, Jonnileigh, Laine, Naomi, Raseem, Shelby

Music history and theory: Fresia

Philosophy: Ciera, Jwuan, Laine

Politics: Craig-Brandon, Jwuan

Psychology: Morgan (and APA tutors, below)

Resume writing: Dylan, Lindsay, Laine, Sara

Research papers: Ciera, Imani, Jonnileigh, Laine, Lindsay, Moses, Nicole, Raseem, Tara, Shelby

Spanish writing: Fresia

Women’s and Gender Studies: Ciera, Laine, Sara

MLA: all tutors. APA: Ciera, Laine, Lauren, Lindsay, Nicole